FIELD REPORT

DATE: November 7, 2013
PROJECT: Independence Park Main Library
WEATHER CONDITIONS: Cloudy – 54°
SITE CONDITIONS: Dry
WORKERS: +/- 130 Construction (+/- 7 Furniture)
REPORTED BY: Benjamin R. Bradford, The Library Design Collaborative

IN ATTENDANCE: Benjamin R. Bradford

OBSERVATIONS:

1) The white concrete mockup has been poured.
2) The zinc strips for the terrazzo flooring have been installed in the lobby.
3) The art wall at the monumental stair has been installed.
4) The lights for the Children’s entry columns have been installed.
5) The light fixture housings for the Children’s entry have been installed and the concrete has been poured to secure them.
6) Children’s collection has been cleaned for the shelving installation
7) The Teen entry continues to be installed.
8) The temporary floor has been installed in Teens and the Teen Program Room.
9) The furniture continues to be installed.

CONSTRUCTION SCHEDULE:

1) Resume on site work.
2) Finishes are being installed.
3) White concrete seatwall mockup will be completed tomorrow.
4) Third floor will be ready for furniture tomorrow.

ATTACHMENTS:

1) Two (2) pages of photographs from the site visit.

This report is not an exact record of discussions held, but a general understanding of topics discussed from the notes taken by the author. If there is an error, omission, or correction required, please contact the Architect in writing within three days of receipt of this report.